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Abstract
The interagency-funded, MASA-coordinated
Energy Conversion Alternatives Study (ECAS) has
'studied the potential of varicus advanced power
plant corcepts using coal and coal-derived fuel.
Principle studies were conducted throu gh prime
Contracts with toe General Electric Company and the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Toe results
indicate that oper-cycle coal-fired direct-preheat
MHD systems have potentially one of the highest
coal-pile-to-bus-bar efficiencies and also ore of
the lowest costs of electricity (COE) of the
systems studied. Closed-cycle MHD systems may
have the potential to approach the efficiency and
COE of open-cycle I4HD. The 1200-1500 F liquid-
metal MHD systems studied do rot appear to have
the potential of exceeding the efficiency or com-
peting with the COE of advanced steam plaits.
1,
	
Irtroduct ion
Using common ground rules, the Energy Conver-
sion Alternatives Study (ECAS) has studied various
advanced power plant concepts usirq coal or coal-
derived fuel. Thi- u ,, ique effort combines re-
sources of three 1.'.S. agencies (NSF, ERDA, aid
NASA) and the contracted expertise and exoer'ence
of teams led by the Ge-eral Electric Company and
the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 	 Irdepe,dent
comparative evaluation studies and overall coordi-
nation were provided by NASA's Lewis Researc-,
Center.
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resources required to implement development Of the
first cor,rrercial plart (Task 3).	 The plants
studied ,i Tasks 2 and 3 include an open-cycle
MHD/steam plant, three advanced steam plants,
four combined-cycle plants, a closed-cycle gas
turbine plant, a potassium topping plant, and a
hi g h-temperature fuel-cell/steam plant.
The two contractors took different approaches
in forming their respective ECAS teams.
	
General
Electric Corporate Research and Development
formed a core team to insure com parable treatment
of systems. The core team included the Bechtel
Corporation, the Foster Wheeler Erergy Corpora-
tion, and various departments of the General Elec-
tric Company.	 In addition, the G.E. team in-
cluded a: advocate for each type power plant.
Avco Everett Research Laboratory, G.E. Space
Products Division, and Argonne National Labora-
tory served as advocates for the oper-cycle,
closed-cycle, and liquid-metal MHD systems, re-
spectively.
In contrast. Westirgnouse t t ectric Corpora-
tion Research Laboratories organized their team
primarily by power-p lant type with responsibility
for .ach type being assigned to a specified divi-
sion of Westinghouse. The responsible divisions
in turn received assistance from a common compo-
nents, balance of plant, and materials supporting
team, which includes Chas. T. Main, Irc.
	
Tne
research laboratories were responsible for all-
type MHD systems.
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ECAS involved a broad base of both U.S. Fed-
eral and private sector participatior,	 Air
 
Steering Coumittee provided to NASA the
n ecessary guidance and direction for study execu-
tion. The steerin g committee receivec. advice and
counsel from two supporting panels: An Inter-
agency Technical Review Pare] and a Utility Ad-
visory Panel with memoers drawn from the utilities,
the Electric Power Research Institute, and the
Sierra Club.	 In addition, !NASA received direct
technical support from ERDA for .-al and coal-de-
rived fuel data and from EPA for guidance on en-
vironmental constraints. In support of the MHD
studies, an advisory panel of ERDA MHD experts
served as consultants to the Lewis in-iiouse MHD
staff.
ECAS included three primary tasks. parametric
analysis (Task 1), conceptual design (Task 2), and
implementation: assessment (Task 3).
	
In Task 11-4,
ten types of power plant conce p ts were analyzed
parametrically: three types of MHD systems (oper-
eycle, closed-cvcle, aid liquid-metal), two oper-
eycle turbine systems (simple and combined cycle),
four closed-cycle turbine systems (advanced steam,
gas turbine, liquid metal Rankine. and supercrit-
ical CO2), and fuel cells.
On the basis of the parametric results, II
specific po+,ter	 larts were selected for conceptual
design (Task 2)^ -7 and for assessment of the
The supporting Lewis Research Center ECAS
team received assistance from Burns and Koe, Irc.
and subcontractors to them. Relevant to MHD
systems, the major subcontractors were: tte
F1uiDyne Engineering Corporation woo provided
data on ceramic high-temperature preheaters, the
Magnetic Corporation of America (MCA) who pro-
vided data or su perconducting magnets. and the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Chemical En-
gineering Research) who provided data on ar
oxygen blown intermediate BTU gasifier. Other
companies that participated were: Airco, Inc.
(oxygen plants, argon purifiers), Air Products
and Chemicals, Irc. (oxygen plants), ASEA Ltd.
(DC-AC inverters), Combustion Ergireerin q , Inc.
(combustors), CTI-Cryogenics (helium and oxygen
plants), Elliott Company (compressors). Linde
Division of Union Carbide (oxygen plants),
Petrocarb, Inc. (coal-feed systems), Research-
Cottrell (precipitators), arid Zurn Irdustries
(metallic heat exchangers). The ERDA Pittsburgh
E-ergy Research Certer and the University of
Tennessee Space Institute also contributed tech-
nica! and costing data or) their respective multi-
stage and single-stage MHD coal combustors.
ibis paper first briefly presents a gereral
introduction to MILD power plants and then de-
scribes the ground rules the contractors used in
performing ECAS.
	 It summarizes:
1. The ECAS Task 1 results for all three type
i
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MHD systems studies by the G.E. team, the
Westinghouse t.:am, and the supportirg Lewis
Research Center team.
2. Inc Task 2 open-cycle MHD/steam plant perform-
ance and cost results by the G.E. team.
3. How the MHD systems studied in each task com-
pare	 performance and cost of electricity
with the alternative plants studies.	 The
sensitivity of the comparison to various eco-
nomic ground rules will also be discussed.
For convenience, the discussion is organized
!by type of MHD system. The open-cycle M40 Task
11 and 2 results are considered first followed
respectively by the closed-cycle and liquid-metal
MHD results.
HM D Power Plants
I
Magnetohydrodynamic generators produce elec-
,
tric pourer by passing a high-velocity co ducting
fluid through a strong magnetic field. The con-
ducting fluid may be either a eorduetiva gas, a
plasma, or a liquid metal. Two types of plasma
MHD systems have been studied as part of ECAS.
The simplest of these in co , cept is the open-cycle
IMHD system.	 Ir it an alkali-metal cornpuund is
added directly to very high-tem perature combustior.(products ar.d used as the 1.140 generator fluid. The
other plasma MHD generator sys t em is closed-cycle
!MHD, in which a very pure ir,ert gas is raised to
high temperature it a heat-excna-ger system and
( seeded with a pure alkali-metal to produce theMHO generator fluid. The interest in closed-cycle(systems stems from the fact that, if the working
,fluid car be kept sufficiently pure, equivalent
eo ductivities of the working fluids can be ob-
tained at only 30000 F compared with approximately
4500o F for the open-cycle systems.
Two types of li q uid-metal MHD (LMMHD) systems1 have also been proposed. 	 In both, a mixture of	 a
liquid metal and a gas is raised to a high tem-
'perature and expanded to high velocity in a nozzle
as a foamlike substance.	 In one type of liquid-
imetal system, this foamlike mixture is used di-
rectly as an MHD working fluid. After exiting the
MHD generator, the gas and liquid metal are then
(
separated.	 In the alternative scheme, the gas and
liquid metal are separated at a high velocity
after leavirg the rozzle and only the liquid metal
is passed through the 11HD generator. 	 In ECAS o•ly
the foamlike MHD generator system was investigated
The alternative concep , whicn nad been previously
studied it some detail by the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL), was not ireluded.	 This decision
was based upon consultations with the leadirg U.S.
experts in liquid-metal MHD, ir • clud ng JPL.
	
It
was unanimously agreed that the foamlike MHD gen-
erator systems had a Higher probability inar. the
alternative LMMHD co , cept of beirg competitive
w thin the ECAS ground rules in terms of both cost
f electricity and performarce.
The MHD power systems are of interest f-)r ad-
vanced power plants primarily because of their
high performance potentials. Thcir oerformarce
potential is directly related to their maximum
temperatures.	 Sirce open-cycle systcris opurate
with the hi g hest temperatures, trey ilave the
highest level of performa,,ee potential. 	 Closed-
cycle systems have the next highest performarce
potential, and liquid-metal systems have the most
limited potential.
In all types of MHD generator systems, the
MHD working fluid exits the generator at a rel-
atively high temperature. To obtain high-perform-
arce power plants, the sensible heat in the MHD
exhaust must be utilized. This is accomplished
both by transferring it to a bottoming cycle,
generally a steam plant, and by utilizing it in
recuperative aid/or re generative heat exchangers.
From the standpoint of mating the MHD topping
cycles with steam bottoming cycles, it is gen-
erally not advantageous to use steam bottoming
plants that are as efficient as the best free-
standing steam plants.
Specifically, the best combined plants will
use less regenerative feedwater preheating than
is used in a conventional steam plant. As a re-
sult the MHD systems generally carrot take ad-
vantage of the higher performance bottomi g plant.
This is particularly significant ir •
 the coal-
fired liquid-metal-type systems.
The MHD systems have a number of general
features that pose economic penalties on them.
Because they are more complex than steam plants,
construction times for MHD systems are estimated
to be longer than for steam plants. This results
in large escalation and interest costs during
cor , structior: for the MHO systems, Because the
MHD systems produce direct-currert power, they
require costly inverter systems to convert this
power for alternating-current transmission.	 In
addition, the MHD systems are one of the least
developed concepts considered in ACAS. 3ecause
of the additional unknowns concerning components
and plant design, design allowances in eiti,cr
major components or balance-of-plant costs were
included it some cases.
	 In the Task 1 studies,
General Electric added a 10 percent design al-
lowance in balance of plant, and Westinghouse
added an additioral contingency to some os--ific
components such as magnets. Equivalent addi-
tional costs were not charged to the systems that
use lower temperature and less exotic working
fluids and have a higher state of development.
Clearly, there are major uncertainties in
estimating cost and performarce for system compo-
nents that have never been built and tested or
for which only small-scale experimectal results
exist.	 Thus it order to practically carry out
the MHD portion of ECAS, a cumber of fairly prag-
matic assuriptiors were required. Some of these
may seem quite optimistic in terms of performarce
and cost; others may be conservative from the
standpoint of ur.derestimatirg future development.
On the conservative side, a conscious effort
was made to favor system concepts and to limit
comporent temperatures to those that could be
best defined and cooted and for which there was
the least stretch of existing techrology. Thus
for a system such as MHD, which is in its early
stages of development and more than a decade
away from being a commercial power plant, pos-
sible technology developments may be underesti-
mated.	 Specifically, some potentially attrac-
tive co-cepts were not included, not because of
their lack of potential, but because they could
rot be sufficiently well defined for adequate
performance and cost estimating.
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Because of the , ne l imi ts or, the study, Task
!1 performa n ce and cost est Hates were done it
Ii parallel except for a few points. 	 As a result,
I
most poir•s selected were based on t he collective
Judgmert at the s , art of the s t udy as to wh,cm
poirts would be most 3t • rac' vc.	 Th:s Iimirat'or
I
led to the cho,ce of better p<..rts for thnse
Systems for which more p n or parametr c studies
Thai beer performed. Amo,g the -.nree r ynes of MHD
systems stud:ed, th s te n ded to favor tne crier-
cycle systems, but in general t,l;s resrr.ct;n
penalized tree more advatced systems for which ex-
tensive studies tied r ot bee , previously conducted.
Even in selecting the Tas', 2 open -cycle system to
be studied, the system character sties aid cpera-
I
tirg condit;ors were not opt m,zed but were based
on only slightly modifying o r e of the ntore attrac-i
tive Task 1 G.E. points.
On the optimistic side, it was assumed that
there are co unsolvable MHD development barriers
despite the lack of any real operating life data
on critical components. Performance estimates
have beer made based on theory and extrapolation
from relatively small -stile exper ments.	 In Task
1 questions associated w.tn power plant life and
ma,ntenanee were addressed only in a limited
manrer, both economically and it terms of tr.e c,a-
terials problems they posed. In Task 2, a some-
what more detailed examination of these problems
was made.
The attractiveness of the MHD systems relative
to alternative adva-ced systerls is affected by the
bas i c economic ground rules used in compariro the
systems. The grourd rules use ,1 by the ECAS cor-
tractors are summar i zed br efly it Lne followirq
section. The impact of usirc various alterrative
ascunpt i ons r calcula;irn CCE is discussed in the
last sectiol of th s paper.
Il. ECAS Grou n d Rules
To achieve common and consistent treatment of
systems it ECAS, the contractors were given a
common set of specificat ; ons and ground rules.
Table 1 summar zes a number of the more important
of these. Except as noted, these grou d rules
were specified by the Lewis Research Certer with
the assistance of the supporting agencies and the
jUtility Advisory Panel.
It is important to note that the economic
ground rules c,,osen can signif;cant: 	 affect the
apparent relative attractiveness of alto n ative
systems. Therefore, the raw contractor results
must be viewed in this perspective.
The contractors were requested to present
their results in a common format from which the
results can easily be translated to alternat ve
economic ground rules for alternat i ve interpreta-
tions. The impact or the results of four possible
alternatives w;ll be i''.strated in the last sec-
tion of this paper.
In surmar	 a contractors results a-sume
that eorstructior, of all pla,: is is initiated tr
the base year (mid 1974 for '(?sk 1, m:d 1975 fcr
Task 2).	 Interest durino_ co:.tructier and escala-
tion are ircluded it the plant capital costs; Thus,
these are also ifcluded r the cost of elec:r,city
capital charrses.
	
Operatinn and maicterarce cost
and fuel costs used to calculate :. ­ st of elcr-
tricity were, however, specif ed and meld f;xed
at the spec fied cost. Thus, they do rot include
ary irereases due to inflation.
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The contractor overall efficiercy results do
irclude all processes required to corvert from
coal to app ropriate high voltage AC power for
transmission, (500 kV 60 Hertz for lar ge plants).
Thus, for systems using clear or semi-clea,, coal-
derived fuals, the efficiency of the coal to
fuel conversion has been included it the overall
energy efficiency.
The intention of having independent and
parallel contractor studies in ECAS Task 1 was
well served. For although the common ground
rules were used by both contractors, substantial
capital cost differences were obtained for equi-
valent power plants. Generally the G.E. team
estimated higher capital costs.
	
This was in part
related to higher estimates for balance of plart
costs.
In referent- 3. NASA examines for comparative
purposes various cost estimated using the ECAS
Task 1 ground rules for equivalert steam power
plants.
	
Capital cost for G.E. and Westinonouse
are $675/kWe and $468/kWe, respectively, a dif-
fere,ce of $207/kWe. NASA, in addition, devel-
oped three other cost estimates.
	
tr eonjurct on
with Hollifield National Laboratory a^ estimate
of $521/kW, was riide usin q the "CONCEPT" pror;ram.
Burns and Roe, Irc. ada p ted a recent plart budvet
estimate to the ECAS orourd rules and desired
equivalent plant; the resultinrl capital cost es-
!imate was $507/kWe.	 A final alterrative esti-
mate of S516/kWe was obtaited by RASA b y esti-
mat.rq the cost of modifying the TVA Bull Run
plant to make it, equivalert to the contractors'
plants.
t` sum-a,-y. because of the relatively large
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differences in Task 1 cost rg, caution must be ex-
ercised it comparing the results of the G.E. and
the Westinghouse studies with each other. Each
Contractor's Task I study should, however, be gen-
erally self-consistent. The level of detail it
Task 1 was structured to obtain broad parametric
coverage of the ten conversion systems and
focused on obtaining com parisons on a relative
not absc!ute basis. 	 In Task 2 the greater level
of detail permitted a more definitive plant de-
sign cost.
It. Oper-Cycle Magnetohydrodyn ami c Systems
Open-cycle MHD power systems are of interest
for advanced power plants primarily because of
their high performance note-tial. 	 This potential
is the direct result of their hig:, maximum op-
eratirg temperature. The MHD working fluid ex-
iting the ger,eratcr is also at a relatively high
temperature, aid this heat must be utilized i,
,-der to obtair high efficiercy.
	
This is accom-
plished by using the MHD generator exhaust to pre-
heat the oxidizer (and sometimes the fuel) a d to
;:educe additioral power ir a bct:rrmir,n pla t. 	 It
lditior to a large ,umber of possible MHO uper-
.;irg parameters, tnere are many different con-
fi quratiors for such a. MHD pla t.
	
These involve
a variety of bottoming cycle typ^s a d their ;,-
tegratior with the MHD cycle, a variety of methods
of preheating the oxidant, and a ra-ge of possible
fuels a d oxida n ts. A representative sample of
such var'ations has beer studied it ECAS.
Summary of R e sults
Task i. General Electric studied 30 parametric
cases, 23 of which used direct-coal firing and 7
of which used solvent-refined coal (SRC) as the
(
fuel. All but one case used a steam bottoming
cycle; that exception used a gas-turbine bot-
toming cycle. All but two cases used a high-tem-
perature (20000F and higher) rec,e;-erative neat ex-
changer to preheat the air with MHD generator ex-
haust gas (i.e., direct air preheat). 	 0-e used
lower temperature (15000 F) direct air preneat
with oxygen ernrichmert, and the other assur-ed the
fair to be preheated by a separate clean fuel gas
;from a coal gasifier (i.e., indirect air preheat).
Westinghouse studied 39 parametric cases, 34
lof which were direct-coal fired and 5 of which
used a low-BTU fuel gas obtained from u, irte-
,rated gasifier.	 Half of their dirc- l -coal-f red
•ses used direct air preneat to about 2400 0F, the
e thers assumed direct air preneat to as high as
.000 1 7 , followed by additioral heating in at , in-
rtct air preheater. The fuel for the indirect
air preheater was the volatiles obtained by car-
borizing the coal before using it i, the mair com-
bustor. All the Westinghouse cases used a steam
bottoming cycle.
The G.E. coal-fired cases ranged from 44 to 53
percent in overall efficiency and their SRC cases
ranged from 40 to 43 percent. The efficie n cy of
SRC fuel cases is reduced by the 78 percent fuel(conversio n
 efficiency; their power plant effi-
ciency, not including this fuel conversion effi-
ciency, ranged from 52 to 59 percent. The costs
of electricity (COE) ranged from 41 to 48 mills/
Ikw-hr.
L The Westinghouse coal-fired, direct-air-pre-
heat cases rar:ge from v,. to 41 percent in effi-
ciercy and 27 to 31 mills/kw-hr in COE. The coal-
fired cases with direct and indirect air preheat
ra ge from 44 to 54 percent in efficiency and 27
to 35 mills/kW-hr in COE. The higher efficiency
was obtaired by air preheat to about 3500 c F. With
indirect air preheat to about 3000 0F, 50 percent
efficiency was obtaired. The cases using low-BTU
`uel gas ranged from 46 to 54 percent in efFi-
ciency and 34 to 42 mills/kW-hr in COE.
For nearly comparable conditions, both G.E.
and Westinghouse obtained efficiencies of 48-49
percent. This is for a direct-coal-fired plant
using direct-air preheat to 2400 0 -2500O F and a
3500 psi/IOOOoF/IOOOOF steam bottoming cycle. The
results indicate that by using the best features
of each, the efficiercy could reach 50 percent.
The cost estimates, however, are substantially dif-
ferert. The G.E. COE for these conditions is 43.9
mills/kw-hr, aid the Westinghouse COE is 27 mills/
kw-hr. Most of this differe-ce is due to a dif-
fere-ce in plant capital cost estimates.
	 The G.E.
a d Westi n ghouse results were $1102/kWe aid $642/
kWe, respectively. The Westinghouse cost esti-
mates for several of the major comporents were
higher char G.E.'s.
	 Ge n eral Electric's estimates
for balance-of-pla t materials and irstallatior.
costs, however, were higher than Westirghouse's
estimates.	 Differences in the estimates of major
compote t costs car be resolved o ly after further
tech ology developme t. The ccnceptual design
completed in Task 2 essentially eliminated the
balance-of-plant cost differences.
Both contractors show a loss in efficiency of
about 3 percentage points associated •::ith seed re-
processing when high-sulfur coal is used. Alter-
rative reprocessir.o concepts with lower perform-
arce penalties should be investigated. The system
with an integrated gasifier and it -bed sulfur re-
moval a ppears to nave the potential to be compet-
itive with direct-coal-fired MHD systems when
hign-sulfur coal is used.
Task 2. General Electric examined ir greater
detail and developed a conceptual plant design fur
a modification of er.e of their more attractive
Task I points. Tnis was a nominal 2000 MWe di-
rect-Illinois 46 coal-fired system with direct-air-
preheat to 25000F, 9 atm. MHD combustor, and 0.3
MHD generator load parameter.
	 It differed from
Task 1 Base Case 1 in that a diagoral wall ge,-
erator was used to decrease inverter cost, arid a
split eco,om ; zer was used to increase the steam
bottoming plait efficiency.
	 The resulting thermo-
dy-amic cycle efficiercy was increased to 54'% or
1.2 percentage points over the Task 1 value. The
overall efficiercy, However, remaired at 48.37,
because after closer examiratior, a lar ger loss in
efficiercy was estimated for seed reprocessing.
Ir the Task 2 conceptual plant design, a sub-
stantial effort was made to develop a plant layout
with lower balance-of-plant costs. This plus
other cost improve--erts resulted in a Task 2 power
plant capital cost of 5718/kWe, a reduclion of
S334/kWe from the 'ask I value which was, it, ad-
dition, estimated for a year earlier eco:omic base
year. The corresponding cost of electricity for
the Task 2 plar:t is 31.8 mills/kw-hr compared to
43.9 mills/kw-hr for the corresponding Task 1
plant.
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COST DISTRIBUTION
Coal alwclat•d with eapena lv• Installed	 Co.[	 10 6 	$
.a)., to.ponent•	 •	 1011,14al
Coal	 prow ... Ing and	 ta)ectlon '3
1QYlpMn[
ILanat e,stn 46
Alt	 heater.:
Ntsh te.parature 27
Low t..per.ture 59
Seed recovarr and reprocessing 24
Red )ant	 tur.ac• 27
St= Comae• - SN AN 24
Ste.. Cur bile/asnerator 25
Inver. Sun •9 uip..nt 41
Subtotal 100
All other cn.ponents and 772
balance-ot-plant au tarlals
plus adJitt...I	 dll.ct	 anJ
Indirect	 act@	 labor
TELai	 106 612
S	 kid.
I	 ^
a
TOLL S. - COST OE ELECT.ICITY FOR OFE.-CYCLF "D 19MERFLANTS USINI. ILLINOIS e6
BI TLY	 OALRNOlS C
	 4" IIIICT-11610 AIR /RENLITEIS
I No.1nal plant output power, 2000 w. .l
Task	 I Task 7
L.sponert of	 cost at	 eleetrl,lt y 4'eatlnth.use	 General tlettrl, General
	 tl.•trlt
bue t
	 Ou. rasa 1
•172,poll,
Coat	 of	 sleetrlcitr,
•Ills/kY-hr
GDltel cost 20.] 34.9 22.7
Uperatl.{ and sal,-nanr. coat 0.1 1.8 1.7
6.0 6.2 7.]f a•t cost 
/*:.0O1
  tenant.. an
a•ed r.Pro,sin
Total 27.1 43.9 11.1
Oper-Coal-Fired t1ND Cycle
Figure I shows a representative ntlD cycle.
After proper preparation, the primary coal is sup-
plied to the MHD combustor along with compressed
air that has been preneated to a niqh temperature.
Generally, a large fraction, 30 to 90 percent of
the coal slag is assumed to be rejected directly
from the MHD combustor system. The combustor is
assumed to operate fuel rich to reduce 'IOX prod-
uction. The alkali-metal seed, a potassium com-
pound, is added to the nominally 4500 OF exhaust of
the combustor.
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Two major system como-olts with signifieartly
higher Task 2 cost are the radia,'t- heat exchanger
or furrace and the low-temperature-metallic-air
heater.	 Upor more detailed examination, it was
concluded tnat these comporerts would be sigrifi-
cartly more expensive (a factor of 3 to 4 times)
than had been estimated in Task 1.
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The flow is expanded at a high subsonic Mach
-umber through the MHD generator with its super-
conducting magret. Since the MHD generator elec-
'rical output is direct current, this power is
s ake.' through ar irverter system to be converted to
alterrat ; rg current for tra-smission. 	 After the
r" D flow is diffused, it is taker into a radiant
heat exchanger. Heat losses in the combustor
system, the MHD gererator, and the diffuser are
used in the steam bottoming plart to heat super-
critical steam.
In the radiant heat exchanger, the flow is
further cooled and additio , al slag is removed.
Secondary air is also added to complete the com-
bustior. Residence time in the radiant heat ex-
changer must be sufficiently long for the nitrogen
oxides (,10X) corcentration to approach its accept-
able equilibrium level.
	 Typically, seconds of res-
idence time are required at approximately 3000L'F.
Tne addition of the secondary cooling air to com-
plete combustion actually causes a cooling of the
flow at these conditions.
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After leavin g the radiant heat exchanger, the
flow is conventiorally assumed to enter a periodic
refractory cored-brick regenerative heat-exchanger
lsystem that is used to provide the high-temperature
l
air preheat. The G.E./:\vco team assumed such a
configuration and made use of a water-walled radi-
ant heat exchanger designed by Foster Wheeler to
provide heat to the steam bottoming plant. The
,
Westinghouse team, on the other hand, assumed that
a radiant high-temperature-recuperative-air-pre-
heat heat exchanger could be co-strutted using
superalloy tubes at its lower tem peratures a,d
(silicon carbide tubes at the higher temperatures.
(Although interesting it concept, caution must be
( exercised because of the lack of any data on such
1a device.
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Since potassium can readily combine with any
sulfur in the combustion p roducts, it is predicted
that such an MHD plant could meet sulfur oxides
(SOX) emission standards even using hign-sulfur
coals as long as adequate seed is injected as
either potassium carbonate or potassium hydroxide.
To meet this requirement, a large fraction of the
seed that is collected as potassium sulfate must
be processed in a seed-reprocessing plant to re-
move the sulfur. Although the concept described is
an attractive method of eliminating SOX emission
from such po%,:er plants, operat-or, of the seed re-
processing plant does pose a significant perform-
ance penalty for hi g h-sulfur coal, reducing over-
all efficiency by approximately j percentage poi , t;.
Seed reprocessing is discussed in more detail
later in this section.
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General Electr ; c splits the exhaust gases after
they leave the hign-temperature air preheaters, as
illustrated it figure 1, to provide input irto the
,low-temperature air preheater and the steam plant
!superheater a-d reheater.	 This is n eces sary in
order to avoid a pirch-poirt problem. lne low-
temperature air preheater neats air to 14000F.
Westinghouse chose an alterrative location for the
low-temperature air preheater and used a radiant
cheat excharger upstream of the nigh-temperature
!air heater.
The combustion products are taken through an
ielectrostatic precipitator and the economizer be-
fore being exhausted via the stack. The alkali-
seed compounds are recovered by collecting them
both via the precipitator and via s:iot-blowilg
techniques from the various low-temoerature heat
exchangers. A wall fraction of the hot exhaust
may typically be diverted to a coal dryer which is
lin parallel to the plant economizer.
Some of the components that are u,ique to MHD
cycles are estimated to be particularly costly.
The three most costly are, the high-temperature
air preheaters, the inverter system, and the
supercorduetir.g magnet systera. Other components
wh;ch may be costly are the low-temperature air
heater, the primary steam heat exchangers, (tire
radiant furnace and the superheater/reheater), the
steam generator/turbine, the coal processing and
injection equipment, and the seed reprocessing
system.
For typical cases, approximately two-thirds of
,he ret electrical output of an MHD plant is from
the MHD generator. The steam bottoming plant is
sized to have a gross output approximately one-
half of the -et cycle power. Part of this steam
turbire power is used to drive the air compressors
for the MHD topping cycle.
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Results of Aralys s
Figure 2 summarizes the Task I and 2 overall
efficiercy a,d cost of electricity results for
2000-r.4e open-cycle MHD plants with steam bot-
toming cycles.	 Orly plants that use direct high-
temperature air preheaters and either Illinois =6
or SRC are show in this figure, Other cases are
discussed in references 1, 2, and 3.
Or the top of the figure, at high cost of elec-
tricity, are the G.E. Task I !lase Case I coal-
fired plants. At the bottom of the ficure at rel-
atively low cost are the Westinghouse Base Case 2
direct coal-fired plants.	 Clearly there are sig-
nificant differences in terms of cost of electri-
city between the two sets of results. The G.E.
Task 2 poir,t is also at the lower cost level. 	 The
cause of these differences is discussed later in
terms of how the cost breaks down for representa-
tive points.
The agreement between the contractors in terms
of efficiency is very good. Both teams show that
direct-coal-fired MHD plant efficiencies in the
neighborhood of 50 percent (coal pile to bus bar)
can be obtained. Ever , closer agreement than is
apparent in figure 2 was obtaired by the contrac-
tors. This is also discussed later in terms of
representative points.
so
Other types of Task I plants show, in I gure 2
are the G.E. Base Case 2 solvent-refined coal-
fired plants, the Westinghouse Base Case 1 direct-
plus-i , direct-preheat-coal-fired plaits, aid the
Westinghouse Base Case 3 plants fired by the gas
from an integrated IBTU fluidized bed gasifier.
Discussion and Assessment
Three general categories of specific cases are
sunv%irized in figure 2. These categories are based
upon the relative heat-exchanger technology re-
quired.	 The four points that are solid are judged
to be well within present heat-exchanger tech-
rology: 2000OF for slag- and seed-lade , flows at-d
2500" to 2600oF for relatively clean flows. The
four points that are half solid forma second cat-
egory. These are judged to require neat er.-
cha-gers that significantly exceed present tech-
nology: 31000F for dirty flows and 3500° to
3600OF for relatively clean flows. The remaining
points are judged to be within or at least only
slightly exceeding present heat-exchanger tech-
nology.
As indicated in figure 2, for different sys-
tems and contractors, different parameters were
varied in Task 1. The only type of plant studied
in common by both contractors was the direct-coal-
fired type. Westinghouse varied the coal moisture
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and pressure at a preheat temperature of 24000F.
Their results show the desir.:bility of drying the
coal from the 13 percent as received moisture
level (Illinois 1.'6) to 3 percent and demonstrate
that there is a pressure level that minimizes cost
of electricity.	 There is also a pressure level
that would maxinize efficiency, but the range of
parametric variatiors was not sufficient to define
the value.
The G.E. direct-coal-fired cases examined the
effect of generator electrical loading for a 9-
atmosphere combustion pressure and a preheat tem-
perature of 25000F. They also examined the effect
of varying preheat temperatures at pressure levels
that were judged reasonable. All the G.E. cases
were for coal dried to 2 percent moisture,
The results show that the efficiency is very
sensitive to the generator loading, the ratio of
the ge n erator voltage to its one ,--circuit value.
A load parameter of 0.3 to 0.85 appears desirable
for the case studied.	 If, the Westinghouse study,
a variable rather tha , a corstort loading parameter
was used; they assumed a loading parameter at the
MHO channel irlet of 0.82, which varied down to
a value of 0.7 at the channel exit.
The G.E. Task 2 plant is also direct-coal-
fired with direct 2500 OF preheat ar,d 0.3 load
parameter.	 It has been modified from the similar
Task I point to lower cost and improved efficiency.
No net efficiency improvement was, however, ob-
tained because performa ce increase resulting from
using split economizers to im p rove steam bottoming
plant was offset by larger estimated energy re-
quirements for seed reprocessing. This will be
discussed more fully in the comparison of represen-
tative systems section,
The G.E. Task 1-data also show that efficiercy
is a strong function of preheat tem p erature. The
2000OF and 3100 OF cases are all for a generator
loading parameter of 0.8. Also indicated in the
data is the desirability of raising combustor pres-
sure with the preheat temperature.
A large range of efficiency and cost is shove
for Westinghouse's direct-pius-indirect-preheat-
eoal-fired cases. Generally, the data show that
the direct-plus-indirect-preheat concept may offer
potential for small performance improvements over
the direct-preheat-coal-fired case. The eco-omic
penalties associated with this r.,tre omolex system
having two series high-temperature heat-excoa•ger
trains would, however, reduce interest it further
consideration of this direct-plus-indirect-preheat
concept. Of particular interest is the curve of
various pressures for which the combustor temoera-
Iture was maintained at 4'.00 O F b y diluting tn,e com-
ibustor air with stack gases before it was com-
pressed and preheated to 2933 cF. This curve is of
!particular irterest to Westinghouse since they
feel that the use of their ceranic-line cyclone
combustor design philosophy is uncertain wfen the
!combustor temperature exceeds the 44000 to 45000
( range.	 For the lower pressure levels and lowerpreheat temperatures of the direct-e r e!-ezt-coui-
fired Westinghouse cases, this is not felt to be a
problem since combustor temperatures are in the
44000 to 4500O F range.
The G.E./Avco team assumed a significantly dif-
ferent combustor d^sign philosophy. The Avco
concept . -ore advanced. neir approach utilir
concepts more familiar to rocket technology than
present coal-burni-g technology. The G.L. coal-
fired systems had combustion temperatures in the
46000 to 4700OF rarge.
As indicated in figure 2, t he Westinghouse
LBTU-fired plants appeared to offer the highest
efficiency potential. These plants remove the
sulfur from the Illinois #6 coal in their inte-
grated fluidized bed gasifier. As a result, they
are not forced to pay the large erergy requirement
that the direct-coal-fired plants must pay to re-
move the sulfur it a seed-reprocessing plant. The
Orly type of seed reprocessing that has been cor-
sidered in ECAS are pla is that produce elemental
sulfur. Future studies should consider alter a-
tive configurations that would not produce elem-
ental sulfur and would nave a much lower penalty
for seed reprocessing.
Although Westinghouse does estinate that the
cost of electricity for the LBTU-fired cases will
be above the cost for toe direct-coal-fired cases,
caution should be exercised. As Shown in ref-
erence 3, Westingnouse tends to be sigrifi wetly
higher in its cost estimates for both ragrets and
high-temperature heat exchangers than either G.E.
or Burns and Roe's subcontractors. The capital
cost of the Westinghouse LBTU-fired cases is dom-
inated by the combined cost of the high-Lempera-
ture heat exchangers and the magnets, width com-
prises approximately 60 percent of the major com-
ponent cost.
Parametric studies for LBTU-fired plants con-
sisted of only three cases and some po%.er level
variations.	 Since no previous gasifier plant
studies were available on which to base parameters
of cases selected for study, these cases may be
far from optimum. The Westinghouse studies did,
however, indicate that LBTU gas may be a rvargiral
MHD fuel because of its low heating value. Any
additional studies should consider the possibi-
lity of using oxygen enrichmert of the air for
either the gasifier or the MHD combustor or both.
The effect of oxygen enrichment would be (1) to
cut the mass flow of the gas to be preheated and
thus reduce the preheater cost; (2) to increase
the combustor temperature, which it tur- would
increase the average MHD charnel power density
and lower the magnet cost; and (3) to slightly
lower the required preheat temperatures.
The G.E. studies of solvert-refined-coal-
fired plants showed that, because of its high-BTU
content, SRC is ar excellent MHD fuel. The power
plant efficiencies for the SRC-fired cases rarge
from 52 to 59 percent, but because of the erergy
losses associated with producing the fuel from
coal, the overall energy efficiencies range from
Orly 40 to 46 perce-t. The cost of electricity
for the SRC-fired plants is, however, estimated
in Task 1 by G.E. to be competitive with the coal-
fired plarts. The SRC-fired plants have higher
fuel cost but lower capital  cost than the coal-
fired plaits; therefore, it, any future studies,
particularly of peaking MILD systems, fuels such
as SRC deserve further consideration.
Before discussing the results for representa-
tive points, a few general observations are war-
rarted. Detailed analysis of the MHD generator
is important for two reaso ,r s:	 first, to
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determine what level of i',, ropic effi , , ,cy can
be obtained when the heat losses and friction are
included; second, to determire the size of super-
conducting magret required for the MHO generator.
The Westinghouse charnel calculation and the
core flow portion of the Avco charnel calculation
were checked with NASA's own channel program. In
both cases the agreement was within 5 perce•^t.
Avco co-,sidered all of the important unavoidable
channel loss mechanisms, that is, bourdary layers,
voltage drops, heat transfer, and friction. 	 They
found that approximately o percent of the power
generated was lost due to these factors. Westing-
house did not calculate these losses, but on the
basis of their prior experie-,ce assumed them to be
10 percent. NASA tnerefore concludes that the two
calculations are consistent to within 5 percent
and realistically predict charrel sizes within li-
mitations of ones ability to extra polate the pres-
ently available "small" ehar,rel experiments to
large-scale power-plant designs.
Considerations having to do with the MHD com-
bustor system prirarily deal with the question of
how mach slag can or should be rejected directly
from this system. This in turn is connected with
questions having to do with seed-slag solubility
and how well the seed and slag can be separated by
the differences they have in temperatures of con-
densation and solidification. Many believe that
some slag will be required in the MHD generator to
replenish the electrodes in order that lorg op-
erating life channels can be obtained. 	 It i;
uniformly recognized that recuperative and regen-
erative heat exchangers will rot be tolerar.t of
large slag carryovers. Therefore, a high frac-
tior , of slag must be removed before the flow
enters these comporents.
If the combustion gases are to be cooled to a
low temperature before enteri ,•,g the stack, tf.is
must be accomplished in the economizer since it is
the lowest temperature heat exchan ger in the sys-
tem. As a result, there is a trade-off between
regenerative feedwater preheating in the steam
bottoming plant and the economizer exit teroc ra-
ture.	 In the G.E. Task 2 study, use of multiple
economizer sections with additio-al regenerative
feedwater heating between the economizer sections
was used to minimize this problem.
Since a plasma MHD generator produces its
electrical output from a large rL: 'er of elec-
trically isolated electrode pairs, this poses some
special consideration on the inverter system. Of
particular note is the necessity of costly protec-
tion of the inverter system from potentially large
short-circuit currents, even though it is designed
to operate rear open-circuit voltaee. This is dis-
cussed in more detail in reference 3.
Cq!nparison of Representative Systems
This section compares three similar direct-
preheat coal-fired systems on the basis of per-
formar •.ee, capital cost, and cost of electricity.
P.L
	 In general the performance re-
sults of the two contractors for the direct-cool-
fired cases are quite close. A cor- pariso• is dis-
played in Table 2 for Westinghouse Base Case 2,
point 17 and the Cc eral Electric Task I lase Case
I and Ta%k 7 pla ,, ts.	 These cases •ire s ^ow-
ti
because they are closest in terms of power level,
preheat temperature, MHO generator inlet pressure.
and fuel.	 All use Illinois !-6 coal dried by ex-
haust gases prior to combustion. Vestinghouse as-
sumed coal dried to 3 percent moisture, a,d Gen-
era) Electric assumed coal dried to 2 perce-t
moisture. Westinghouse used 95 percent of stoiehi-
ometric ai, input to the combustor, and General
Electric used 93 percent of stoichiometric air.
to both cases the secondary air to complete com-
bustior was injected into the gas stream in the
component dowtstream of the diffuser.
The thermodynamic efficiencies obtained by the
contractors, shown, r ear the bottom of the table,
are nearly the same for Task I but a point higher
for G.E. Task 2, Ordinarily it would be expected
that the General Electric results, with, slightly
higher MHO inlet temperature and pressure, would
have a higher efficiency than the Westinghouse re-
sult. As shown, the efficiency of the KID part of
the cycle (defied here as inverter output minus
compressor power requirement divided by combustor
thermal input) is higher for the General Electric
cases. However, in Task I Westinghouse used a
higher steam-cycle efficiency, which in this case
compensates for their lower topping-cycle effi-
ciency.	 This is also reflected in the povmr split
between the MHD topping cycle and the steam bot-
toming cycle. With a lower MHD topping cycler ef-
ficiency, more heat is available to the steam bot-
toming cycle it the tiestirohouse case. This to-
gether with the higher steam-cycle efficiency re-
sults in more steam turbine-generator power output
for the Westinghouse case. As shown for Task I
in the table. 53 percent of the total output povrer
is attributable to the MHD topoir.g cycle for the
General Electric case; for the Westinghouse co -
ditio,s, only 45 percent of the total pourer is due
to the MHD toppi n g cycle.	 1 Task 2, G.E. used a
steam-cycle feedwater heater arra,vement which re-
sulted in higher efficiency, 42 percent; this re-
duced the faction of the total power due to the
M110 topping cycle to 52 percent.
As mentioned earlier, both contractors used a
3500 7si /1000or/10000 17 steam cycle. Westinghouse
analyzed the system assuming all exhaust gas to
steam ;teat exchangers are downstream of the com-
bustion air preheaters. They used a steam cycle
with 42 percent efficiency. General Electric an-
alyzed a configuration tha included a radiart
steam boiler section downstream of the diffuser,
followed by the high-temperature air heater, they
the steam superheater/reheater section and the low-
temperatur e air preheater, and finally an exhaust
was to feedwater economizer. They used a steam
cycle in Tcsk I with regenerative feedwater
heating to 2320F, which results in a 40 percent
cycle efficiency.	 In analyzing the system in Task
2 of ECAS, General Electric considered a steam
cycle with more regenerative feedwater heating
by using a split economizer which allowed addi-
tional regc„erative feedwater heating to be used
between the high and low-temperature eco omizers.
In this way a 2 percentage point higher steam-
cycle efficiency was attained while the exhaust
gases were still reduced to the desirable stack
inlet temperature of about 3000F.
The differe-ce betwee, the thermodynamic ef-
ficiency aid the overall energy efficiency show
In the table is due to the effects of plat aux-
iliary povfrr a•d see p.-processi-i•g requirencnts.
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the thermal i puts for seed processing are show-
!in the table in terms of coal-thermal input re-
quired to produce the carbon monoxide  and hydrogen
used in processing the seed. 4esting;,ouse used an
(
on-site intermediate-BTU (IBTU) gasifier, while
General Electric assumed the use of over-the-fence
LBTU gas it Task I and (BTU gas in Task 2. As
shown in the table, the Westinghouse approach re-
squired a little over 5 percent of the total thermal
input for seed processing coal, but in the General
Electric approach the ;.9 percent required in Task
1 increased to 7.8 percent upon more detailed ex-
amination in Task 2. The difference between con-
tractors is in part due to the difference in gas-
Ifler type and is associated with locating it on or
off site. The difference in gasifier location also
ffects the compariso- of plant auxiliary power
requirements. Of the 62 I'.'.le sham for the WesLinq-
^house case, 14 is required for the oxygen produc-
I
tion for the IBTU gasifier. Witrout this power
the Westinghouse auxiliary power requirements
would have beer- 2.4 perce t of the gross pla:.t out-
,put (rather than the 3.1 percent shove) in the
table) and would have beer, slightly lower rather
(
than slightly nigher than the 2.3 and 2.5 percent
required, respectively, in the Ge , ^eral Electric
Task 1 and Task 2 cases.
The ratio of auxiliary power required to gross
,
plant power (or the ratio of seed processing coal
to total coal) is equal Lo the percentage loss in
e f ficiercy eje to the auxiliary requirement. The
product of this ratio and the thermody , amic effi-
ciency is then approximately equal to tite loss in
percentage points due to this requirement. Tile
auxiliary power requireme is account for about 1.6,
1.5, and 1.4 percentage points loss in efficiency
for Westinghouse and General Electric Task I and
2, respectively. The losses due to seed proces-
sing are about twice as high, about 2.6, 3,1, and
4:2 percentage points, respectively, for the same
, ' •, stinghouse and General Electric cases.
cap i 	 Cost. rable 3 shows a comparison of
:ire capital cost distributions for the representa-
tive MHD plants. The total direct materials costs
(the sum of the cost of the major components and
other materials) is sligftly higher for G.E. Task
I I than for Westir•.ghouse or G.E. in Task 2.
For the unique MHD components, Westinghouse has
higher costs for two of the three most exrensive
major compor • ents: the high-temperature preheater
system and the magnet system. 	 In Task I, General
Electric had higher inverter system -osts even
though both contractors base their estimates on
essentially the same tech,ology bases. This re-
sulted from their use of a Faraday ge-erator with
1 large number of independent relatively lour power
loads. The Westinghouse study used some exter-al
diago-al corrections to lower treir inverter costs
".E., in Task 2, used a d ago-al wall generator
-:th few loads to significantly reduce irverter
,,stem cost.
In reference 3 the costing of MHD inverters,
MHD superconducti q magnets, ar,d high-temoerature
heat exchangers is discussed in a comno • components
sub-section of the open-cycle MHD system section.
In summary, there is general agreement or costing
Inverters. Cost estir,ates for suoercorducting
MHD magnetics by Magnetic Corporatio n of America
(MCA) and G.E./Avco are in cood agreement, but
Westinghouse's estirates are approximately a
factor of tu* higher. Cost estimating methods for
refractory-cored-brick high-temperature regener-
ators by FluiDyre aid G.E./Avco are in general
agreement except for basic cost per pound of the
refractory bricl. for direct-preheat-coal-fired
cases. G.E./Avco estimates the brick cost for
these cases to be 254/lb. FluiDyne judges that
higher quality refractory brick will be required
for these direct-coal-fired systems and estimates
a brick cost of $1.15/lb.	 As a result the over-
all high-temperature-preheater cost estimates of
FluiDyne are double those of G.E./Avco. The
Westinghouse studies assumed a silicon carbide
a d superalloy recu perator which was estimated to
be approximately 25 percent higher in cost than
the FluiDyne regenerator estimates.
In some of the other less expensive components
i n cluding the coal-ha-dlirg system, the MHD com-
bustor, and the HHD generator, G.E. has higher
costs. The overall G.E. Task I materials and
labor costs are higher, primarily because sub-
sta!:tially larger costs for bala , .ee of pla • t were
estimated by G.E.'s architectural ergi-eer,
Bechtel.	 This balar • ce of plant includes all nka-
terial and labor for pla t construction after the
major components have been delivered to the site.
In Task 2, the G.E. team was able to re-examine
the plant layout with ar effort to reduce cost
a , d was able to substantially lower the balance-
of-plant cost.
Although both contractors give reasonable
detail in their Task I breakdown of cost, each
uses their oi.-n system of breaking dots) and cat-
egorizirg cost.	 It was, therefore, rot possible
to make a detailed item-by-item cost comparison
betweer •, the contractors. For the level of detail
examined in Task 1 of ECAS, the total direct-cost
comparison for the two contractors is reasonably
good.
In Task 2 a significantly greater level of
detail was provided by the contractors, Table 4
shows, for the Task 2 MHD plant, the ir^t-!lted
cost for the nine comporents with a cost greater
than $10/kWe. The sum of these nine components
comprises approximately one half of the total
direct-plus-indirect plant costs. These compo-
ne,t costs show the ex pected large reduction in
the inverter cost (almost a factor of two In­ -
than the Task 1 results), but also show th.,, , ,
low-temperature air heater ar,d radiant fury ace
have increased significantly (a factor of 3 to 4
higher Char , their Task I values), The Iow- tem-
perature air heater has became the most expensive
component in the system. Altering the cycle to
reduce the cost of this air heater may be possible.
In calculating total capital cost from the
total direct cost, the two contractors have
major differerces it procedure (as discussed in
the previous section on study ground rules). To
calculate escalation and interest, both contrac-
tors estimated the construetior time of the Task
I plants to be 7 years.	 G.E. in Task 2 refined
its corstructior, time estimate to 6.5 years.
Cost of Electrieit_y. Table 5 shows a com-
perisor of the cost of electricity for the three
direct-preneat-coal-fired-open-cycle HHD plants.
The capital charges are higher for G.E. because
of their higher capital cost. 	 The total fuel
charges are also higher for G.E. because they used
over- the-fence higher cost gas to operate their
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seed-processing plants, and t vas included in
;the fuel charges. The operating and maintenance
(0 and M) charges were also higher for G.E. sirce
they i n cluded additional costs above the norral
( steam plant maintenance charges for portions of the
MHD pla-t.	 In Task I, the increase to 0 and M
cost used by G.E. was equal to 20 percent per ,ear
of the initial capital costs of the MHD generator,
idiffuser, combustor, slagging boiler, and high-
temperature air preneaters. These additio , s, now-
.ever, did ,ot significantly raise the 0 and H.
(
Upon a more detailed exanination in Task 2, G.E.
determined that the 0 and M should be reduced as
indicated in Table
	
Westirghouse's 0 and M
I eharges were essentially equivalent to those for
I
their steam plants. 	 As indicated in the table,
the total effect of the differe •ice in costing
;between G.E. aid tles • inghoirse causes G,E.'s esti-
mated cost of electr i city to exceed 'rlesti,.ghou-e1%
l
by approximately 50 percent for T.isk I. Tile cost
of electricity for the Task 2 G.E. plat is is
relative close acrecmert with the previous
Westinghouse result if one tales into account the
increase in fuel and labor costs between Tasks I
and 2 and escalatioi associated with the charge
, of one year in the base year of the plants.
ll. Cl.oscd-Cycle, Inert-Gas Man-etohydrodynamic
Systems
Surmary of Results
This study re p resents the first serious attempt
to mate the closed-cycle, irert-gas MHD system with
fossil-fuel-fired Treat sources for utilities ap-
plicatior. Since there was no data base of re-
sults from previous studies, a variety of power
plant configurations v.vre co n sidered, and some of
the initially chosen configuratiors did not re-
sult in attractive systems. 	 The ^-)ntractors dif-
Ifered in both the po-:+er-plant configurations cor-
isidered and in their approach to evaluating the
;systems perfor—ce. The initial configurations
.chosen in the G.E. study were an MHD topping cycle
Iusir,g a clear, over- the-fence fuel and a direct-
coal-fired parallel cycle.	 T'ie majority of the
clear-fuel cases used solvent-refined coal with a
conversion efficiency of 7, percent. As the study
progressed, G.E. added two direct-coal-fired MHD
topping cycles.
The MHD topped steam cycle was the only cor-
figuratior considered by Westinghouse. The fuel
used in the majority of cases was a Io% .t-BTU gas
derived from an o:-site gasifier that was closely
coupled. Westinghouse evaluated t.)e system per-
formance by doing efficiency calculations for a
wide range of generator parameters and then opti-
mizing the thernody amic efficiency for a niven
generator inlet temperature. The costs were then
calculated for these optimum efficiency points.
The costs were not optimized however.
Besides the different power-plait configura-
tions considered, variations in coal type, cen-
erator inlet tcrperature (2403 0 to 3 C^ OUOF), ger-
erator inlet pressure (10 to 20 atm), g.^nerator
turbine effectiveness (0,6 to 0.3), and power
level were also studied.
The G.E. results for the parallel cycle a-d
the clean over-the-fence fuel MHD topping title
Indicate that these p re not attractive systems.
The overall energy efficiencies for tree parallel
cycle ra ged from 35.2 to 39.1 percent, :'e cap-
ital costs varied from $1654/k11e to $IC36/kwe,
and the COE from 66 to 73 mills/kW-hr. The power
plant efficie n cies for the clean-fuel MHD top -
ping cycles are much higher (35 to 46 percent),
but the overall energy efficiencies are from 26.4
to 35.9 percent wner the coal-to-clean-fuer cor-
versior, efficiency is -nnsidered.
	 The capital
costs and COE range fn• $1300/kale to $1535/kWe
aid from 50 to 66 mills/kW-hr for t lris configura-
tion, The COE's for the above systems are 2 to
2.5 times tnat of the G.E. advanced steam cases.
The best G.E. results were obtaired for the di-
rect-coal-fired MID toppin g
 systems. Two of
these cases were considered. The first case,
with an inlet temperature of 3000 0F, art MHD gen-
erator adiabatic efficiency of 0. 7, and magnetic
f i eld strength of 3,5 tesla, resulted it an over-
all energy efficiency of 41.3 oercent, a capital
cost of $1551/k'.le, and a COE of 61.6 mills/1,W-
hr, An iteratior; made on this corf igura t ion, in
which temperature is 3121 oF, MHD generator adia-
batic efficiency is 78 percent, ma pretic field
is 4.5 tesla, and the power-plant layout was con-
siderably modified, improved the efficiency, cap-
ital cost, and COE to 46 percent, $IlOy/k'Je, and
45.6 mills/kW-hr, respectively. At the request of
NASA, the effect of pressurizing the combustion
system of the above case was investigated by Gen-
eral Electric. Pressurization of tre cambustion
system to h atmospocres was found to change the
efficiency, capital cost, and COE to 47,4;1,,
$1015/kWe and 42 mills/kw-hr, respectively.
The Westinghouse overall energy efficiencies
for the LBTU gosif;cr confic_,uration vrere 46,1
percent at ar inlet temperature of 3000 0 1` and
42.2 percent at 31000F'. This incl;rdes an effec-
tive !fficierey of the gasifier/combustion loop
com:ination of about 79,6 percent. The capital
costs and COE at 3000oF range froi,i $2223/ktle to
S2434/kWe a , d from 77 to 35 mills/kW-hr. At
31000F, the capital costs were $1912/k'.le and the
COE was 63 mills/ktl-hr,
There are no urresolvable differe • ces between
the G.E. and Westinghouse e f ficiencies. dowever.
the Westinghouse capital costs for a nearly equi-
valent system were approximately $400/IJ.Ie higher
than G.E.'s. This differe-ce is mainly due to
the differe-ces in the costs of the refractory
rege-erative heat-exchanger system. Their COE
could probably be reduced to approximately 44
mills/kW-hr by using a more compact heat-ex-
changer system.
The best configuration considered a,as the
direct-coal-fired MHD topping cycle using a pres-
surized combustion system with an overall energy
efficiency of 47,4' and a COE of 42 mills /,,w-hr.
The LBTU gasifier cases have lower efficiencies
and generally higher costs than the direct-coal-
fired systems at equivalent generator inlet tem-
peratures. More closely integrating the gasifier,
pressurizing the combustion loop, and optimizing
the economics could significantly improve the
initial results obtained for this configuration,
Powe r Plant Co n firturat_ions
Three basic power-plait configurations were
considered for this system: an KHO topped seam
cycle, a parallel MHD steam cycle, and a all
MHD recuperative Brayton cycle. A typicil
i
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schematic of a direct-coal-fired MHD top p ing cycle
is shorn, in figure 3.
	
In this system the coal is
dried, pulverized, and combusted with preheated
air in a combustor which has a 90" ash removal
capability. The hot combustion gases Cher flow
through the regenerative refractory heat exchanger
array and the air preheater to the stack where
they are clea r ed and exhausted to the atmosphere.
The refractory regenerative heat exchan g er array
transfers the combust on a;ergy to the ir•ert gas.
In this array a given heat exc:,anaer is first
heated by the cor,bustio •• gases (reheat phase) a-d
then the re4idual conbustior gases are evacua*ed
(flue gas purge phase). The heat excharger is
then cooled by the flow of hinh pressure arger
(blowdow, phase), the residual argor is reclaimed
(inert gas purge phase), a-d the reheat phase is
begun again. At any instant some of the heat ex-
changers are in the reheat phase, others in the
purge phase, ane the rest in the blowdow- phase
thus supplying a Conti uous flow of energy from
the combustion loop to the inert cas loop. Orce
the inert gas is heated^it is seeded with cesium,
flows through the ozzle, 1'HD ge-erator and dif-
fuser, the steam boiler, a-d pre-cooler. The
cooled argon is ther comp ressed and .-.Turned to
the heat excharger array. The cesium is removed
in the steam boiler and argon precooler, is puri-
fied, and then reinjected into the inert gas. A
fraction of the inert gas is passed through a puri-
fication system and then returned to the mair• loop
during each cycle.
General Electric considered the direct-coal-
fired MHO topping cycle and topping cycles usir,g
clean-coal derived over- t he-fence type fuels.
These over - the -fc-• ce fuels were solvent - ref it ed
coal (SRC, conversion effic i e-cy 11, = ,7;,), ar ir-
termediate BTU nas (IBTU, rI c = 0.70), a-d a high
BTU gas (1113TU, (L, - 0,50),	 Ge n eral Electric also
considered an all MAD recuperative Brayto. cycle
and an MHD steam parallel cycle in %tnie, a frac-
tion of the combustion energy is tra n sferred to a
recuperative MHD cycle via a refractory heat ex-
charger array, and the remairing combustion energy
is transferred directly to the steam boiler.
Westinghouse co n sidered MHD toppirg cycles
fueled by ar LBTU gas supplied by a„ o • -site gas-
ifier incorporating a p ressurized fluidi?ed Led
and hot gas clean-up. The gasifier is u, inte-
grated into the power plant, but is closely
coupled it the serse that the power sys 	 berefits
from the sensible heat of the fuel gas. 	 the fuel
conversion efficiency is therefore much higher
than those for the over-the-fence fuels.
Both contractors used a 35 r' -'!COO/1000 steam
plait. General Electric used a .umber of rege er-
ative feedwater heating ter peratures in their
study. Final feedvater temperatures of 99°F a-d
2320F were used for their toppirq cycles a!d 51011`
was used for the parallel cycles. The thenaody-
• amic efficienc i es of the steam plant at these
levels of regenerative feedwater heating are	 38.
LO, and 45'	 respectively. Westinghouse assumed a
steam plart with a 45, efficiency. The level of
regenerative feedwater heating was not qiven in
their study.
Using these power-pla • t configurations, cases
were run for a variety of coal types, generator
inlet temperatures and pressures, inlet Mach rum-
bers, turbine efficienc,cs, power levels, and
ccolirg methods. The result are given in the
next section.
Results of Analysis
Representative results for the various systems
studied are presented in fi gure 4 ir which the
cost of electricity (COE) in mills /kw-lir is
plotted versus the overall energy efficiency. A
breakdown of the pertormance results a-d cost dis-
tributions for two re p rese-tative cases are also
given iri Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
The areas ide!tified o • figure 4 delineate the
results for the various system configuratio-s or
fuel types. The solid points represe-t ­ e
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results for the refere ce conditio n s listed on the
figure and the identifiCatlor , S given for the other
points represent variations about the refere ce
conditions. The figure shows that the highest ef-
ficie, , cies are obtai ed for the Ge-eral Elec:rrc
direct-coal-fired c,:.es and *'ne viesti-gnouse LBTU
closely-coupled gas i f.er cases. Tne Ge-eral Elec-
tric SRC cases yield the lowest cost of electricity
for the clean-fuel cases, but the overall a ergy
efficic Gies are quite low because of tee .7^ coal
to clear-fuel co,version efficiency. The figure
also shows that the parallel cycle concept and all
M4D Brayton cycle are not viable co-cepts a,d that
there are no benefits to be derived from using ar-
over-the-ferce I6TU Sas. Corsidcrirq the results
for a given system configuration, the results on
the figure irdieate that increases in the overall
energy efficiency are realizable at constant tem-
perature if one can operate at higher values of
turbine effectiveness ( at;) of the MHD-generdtor-
diffuser combination, or at constant,R-, if one
can operate at higher temperatures. The results
also show that operation at nigher temperatures
generally results in an increased COE. The re-
.ults show that the best overall system is the
Gt:.cral Electric direct-coai-fired to pping cycle.
The Westinghouse LBTU gas cases have equivalent
efficiencies, but there is a large difference in
costs.
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Discussion and Assessment
The performance and cost results for two rep-
resentative cases (General Electric Case 102 and
Westinghouse Case 6) are given in Tables 6 and 7,
respectively. These cases were choler, because of
their coctnarable power levels and generator inlet
temperature.
TARLE 7. . CAPITAL COST DISTal1CTION AND COST Of f7rRE1C1TY FOR CLOSm CYCLE
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The data in Table 6 indicates that the thermo-
dynamic efficiencies are about equal ever though
the generator-diffuser ise,tropic efficiercies
are different. These differences are reconciled
it reference 3• Westir.ghouse l s assumed higher
steam plait efficiency and waste heat recovery
were found to compe,sate for General Electric's
higher ise-tropic efficic-cy. Westinghouse was
able to operate at the optinum pressure ratio and
still obtain, a net power output from the steam
pla t. The steam plant used by General Flectric
was selected to supply the required etrrtnres:or
power; this resulted it operation a , a pressure
ratio below the optimum.	 The different auxiliary
power requirements and effective furnace effi-
.J encics are the cause of the overall e.ergy ef-
ficiency difference.
The capital cost distribution and cost of
electricity for these cases are compared in Table
7•	 Results for a '!ASA rlodification of Uesting-
house Case 6 arc also presented and will be dis-
cussed pre .fs tly. The data listed shoo a lame
di 7 fercr ce in costs of major cor •por-ents a, d mate-
rials of caistruction, and direct labor between
the contractors. A detailed breakdown of these
eosts 3 h-is shorn that the. major diffcrr,ce is in
13
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the refractory heat excharger syster. ,s. The
Westinghouse heat exchan ger system is a clean fuel
system incorporat r g 56 units a d a matrix note
size of 2 x 21". The m.ater , als and labor costs
are $417 x 10 6 or $230,000 per megawatt thermal
transferred to the rert gas. The use of such a
large matrix hole s ze appears unwarranted for the
clear fuel used n this case.	 In contrast to this
approach, General Electric uses r" d ame • er hole
sizes for the i r clear fuel heat exchangers and ar
equ valert system would i rcorpor3te II heat ex-
changers and would cost S3E ^CO/P'^!7, 1 	 !r add iI'or,
a refractory renererat ve heat exch anger was de-
signed for a 1000-Orde, irert-gas MHO system as
part of the NASA it-house ECAS program. This sys-
tem was des i gr ed by Flu Dy , a ur der !IASA contract
with Burns and Roe . The system consisted of 24
urits and was desgted w't , a 3/4-i r cr, n(-,le size
for at argot outlet'empera • .re of 3100 ) F.	 Es , -
meted costs were $93.5 x 10^ or 553,000/MWTH . Tne
W.'st i rghouse cos t s a re thus 4 to 6 t i mes higher or,
per MWTH bass as two other est;r.a'es made for
equivalent heat exchan g er systems.	 The results of
calculat ots made to de*erm re the effect of usirg
the FluiD,ne heat exchanger s%, stem i• West rg"ouse
Case 6 are showr in Table 7. The results show
that the capital costs are reduced to $1157/kWe
and 44.7 in lls/kw-nr aid are comparable to the
General Electric costs.
The data in Table 7 also shows that there ^s
a difference in operatio , and maintenance costs.
The operation and maintenance costs used by
Westirghouse seem u duly low, however, corsidering
the power-plant complexity. Tne costs are about
the same or ever) luwer tnan those for an advarced
steam plait.	 The detailed Westingnouse data ind•-
cate that operation and naintenance costs wer-. in-
cluded only for • uch items as the gasifier, the
coal and waste handling syster •s, and the heat re-
jectior system, with r•o estimate included for the
components unique to MHD. Ge n eral Electr c, on the
other hand, did :rclude a factor for the MHD gen-
erator diffuser and the refractory ! rput heat ex-
changers.
Now let us corsider the direct-coal-fired cases
which y i elded the best results for the closed-
cycle	 ert-gas MHD systems. The data or f qure 4
shows that there is a sigrificant d fferefce be-
tween the reference po rt and the two variat ors
considered. There were a runber of cha nes 'hat
contributed to this n.prover iet t in pertorm,.r ce.
It order to assess the full peterti..l of T hese sys-
tems, the generator rlet temperature was rcreased
to 31001F and the turbine effect i veness to 0.78.
The pressure drops in the combustion loop and argon
loop we r e lowered to 9 and 7.5;. respectively.	 In
add  t'or l
 to these ci.at qes, s q , i f eaf t cost reduc-
tions were also obtained by mod fy;ng the olart
layout.	 The more mporta,t nvdificatiots were:
(1) To reduce the plait s ze by shorterirg the MHD
generator aid d ffuser by a factor of about 3.
This allowed vertica! rnountirg of these compo-
nents instead of nor•zontdl mounting.
(2) To reduce the number of Jorge (greater than 10
ft. d am.) ducts by rearrangin g
 the overall
plant layout.
(3) To redesign the heat exchangers and to compute
the cost of the bricks separately for each op-
erating condition.
(4) To irerease the average magretle field from 3
testa to 4.5 tesla.
(5) To remove all feedwater heating from the steam
plant.
The change in the steam plant regenerative feed-
water heating level lowers its efficiency by — 2
percentage points, but the overall system effi-
ciency is increased because the argot waste heat
is recovered to a lower temperature.
These modif i cations resulted in an overall
er-ergy efficiercy of 46 and COE of 45.6 mills/
kw-hr.
The final variatior was to p ressurize ttfe eom-
bustior system to 4 atmospheres us ng a balanced
gas turbine-air compressor set. This change re-
sulted 1f lower costs, because the rumber of heat
excha n gers and s ze of the combustion gas ducts
was reduced and rcreased effic e r cy because the
fur ace effic e r cy is rcreased and the auxiliary
power requirements are reduced.
It is artieipated that further study of this
system would result 'f lower costs and perhaps
h gher efficiencies.
	
For example, the capital
costs could be lowered by $52/kWe by incorpora-
, i s g the three terminal MHD gererdtor power output
corrections used for the oper-cycle MHD systems in
Task 2. Th s char ge greatly reduces the system's
i verter costs.
The realization of these systems requires the
development of direct-coal-fired heat exchangers
that operate at temperatures of 31001F and highly
efficient IIHD generators. The .73 turbine effec-
tiveress (which includes the supersonic diffuser
loss) used in the best direct-coil-fired cases is
quite optimistic and requires the su ppression of
plasma turbulence (plasma turbulence factor = 0.2).
This problem my be somewhat alleviated, however,
at subsonic Mach numbers. The Westinghouse re-
sults show that the optimum perforrrance is ob-
tained at M = 0.9.
The poor results for the clear over-the-fence
fuel cases indicate that if on-e waits t. corsider
alternatives to the direct-coal-fired approach or
to take advantage of the higher efficiencies at-
ta; , able at higher temperatures, a coal-to-clean-
fuel conversion system must be incorporated into
the power plart.
the Westinghouse cases treating ar on-site
closely-coupled LBTU gasifier reoresert an initial
evaluation of this concept. 	 The s,tuatio , is s m-
ilar to thot when General Electric had •,bta red
their initial results for the direct-coal-fired
system.	 There is considerable potential for im-
provement. Westinghouse calculated high thermody-
, amic efficiencies, but the overall energy effi-
c i efcies are cons i derably lower because of tine .796
effective furface efficiency of the r heat input
system. The cost of electricity was also prohibi-
tively high.	 In order to assess the full potential
of this concept, the LBTU gasifier must be fully
ir,tegrated with the power plant. Results obtained
in the ECAS combired-cycle turbine cases indicate
that careful integration: of the gasifier with the
power plant could result in effective furtace ef-
ficiencies of .88-.89. In addition to the poten-
tial ircrcase in the efficie,cy of the heat input
system, the ability to use low-grade heat to gc ,,
-erate steam for the gasifier gives ore more flex-
ibility concerning items such as the level of re-
generative feedwater heating, use of compressor
intercooli g g, etc., that can affect the prime
i
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cycle efficiency.
t,ASA estimates that a i5; reduction in the
COE is possible by modifying their heat excharger
system.	 Further reductions could rnsul, from
pre s.rrr ;rat ir,n of t•.r r, • Nnbus r rr,,	 Irot, 4r d he it eY.-
With this potential for significant improve-
ments it efficiency and reduction in costs, the
closed-cycle inert-g,as MHD system usin g a fully ir-
tcgrstcd LBTU gasif i er should be looked at in more
detail.	 It offers an, attractive alterrative to
the direct-coal-fired cases, and perhaps the best
potential for these systems lies ih this concept.
V. Liquid-Metal Magnetohydrodynamic Systemstems
Surimary of Results
The two-phase flow liquid-metal MHD (LMMHD)
power cycle which uses an inert gas as the primary
thermodynamic workire fluid and a liquid metal as
the electrodynamic fluid in the MHD cererator was
the only type of LMMHD system treated in this
study. Temperature raraes from 1200-1500 OF were
considered and the workirq fluids were Ar/Na and
He/Ha it the 1200-13001 17 range and Ar/Na and He/Li
in the 1400-1500oF range.
The majority of cases studied by both contrac-
tors ircluded the use of a binary LMMHD/steam
cycle, the use of a steam cycle with little regen-
erative feedwater heatina, and the use of pumps to
recirculate the liquid metal.	 Cases were in-
cluded, however, to determi;,e the effect of elim-
inating the liquid-metal pumps.
Both contractors used modularized MHD gen-
erators that are operated 'hydraulically in parallel
and electrically in series. 	 The series connection
is required to attain a reasonable voltage level
for the inverters.
The contractors approach to the parametric
variations differed somewhat. The majority of the
Westinghouse cases used a cyclone combustor,
Illinois H6 coal, a power level of approximately
1000 MWe, and various liquid-metal system param-
eters.
	
The G.E. cases treated variatiors it com-
bustors, fuels, and power level as well as some
system parameters.
The overall ererqy efficiencies ran ged from
33.6 to 37.3 percert for the 1200-11000F ter•pera-
tures and from 37 to 39.5 for tie 1400-1500017
cases.	 The contractors costs differed sigrif i -
cantly.	 For the lower temperature cases, the Gen-
eral Electric costs rare,ed from $1450/kWe-S2750/
kWe and 77-93 mills/kw-hr. The Westi rrlouse casts
were in the range $790/kWe-$1177/kWe aid 33.9-46.2
m ; l l s/kw-hr,
At the 1400-1500OF temperatures, the Gc eral
Electric costs were $2500-$3000/k,4e and 92-100
mills/kw-hr; Westir.lnouse's were $;165-2140/kWe
and 45-78 mills/kw-hr.
The highest overall energy efficiency obtained
by the contractors at the temperature limits dic-
tated by the presert sodium techrology (1200` to
1300'F) w,as 37.3 percer t.	 Their re sult-. it dicate
that thr m.rxrmum pnterti•il efficiency a t rLr_se
r rmp!rururc: vio , ild b!	 40 rtr!c-t,
because -it tees! t erperatures "e l iquid-• etal MHO
system canrot be effectively coupled to ar adva•ced
steam plant.
At the higher temperature considered in this
study (ISOOo F), these problems may be alleviated.
Westinghouse has calculated an overall er,ergy ef-
ficiency of 43 percert by assuming that the sodium
technology can be exterded to 1500 OF and that the
system car be coupled to a 45 percent steam plart.
The sodium vapor carryover could be a considerable
problem at these temperatures. However, o , ly a
few of the higher temperature systems were con-
sidered by the contractors in this study, and the
potential for improvement from better couplirg
with an advar•ced steam plant at higher temperature
is indicated.	 Resolutior of the large differences
it cost estimates requires more detailed component
design and plant integration optimization,
Power Pla n t Conf;gura:ions
The basic power plant configuration studied
was to use the taro-phase LMMHD concept in a b.nary
LMMHD/steam cycle. A typical sehcmatic of this
cycle is shown in finure 5.	 In this cycle the
coal is dried and pulverized and combusted with
preneated air in ar atmospneric fluidized bed com-
buc-cr with it -bed desulfurizatio: • .	 The exhaust
gases Now through the electrostatic precipitator
and air preheater after wnlch part of the flow
goes directly to the exhaust stack and the rest is
diverted to the coal treatment system. The helium
inert cas and sodium liquid metal are separately
heated in the combustor and flow through the ma r
-ifolding to the mixers. The gas and liquid metal
are then mixed and the mixture enters the MHD gen-
erators as a foamlike substance. The ciaarsion of
the gas drives the liquid metal across the mag-
-etic field and electric power is generated. 	 The
two phases are then separated and the sodium is
pumped back to the combustor, The inert gas flows
through the steam boiler and inert gas cooler, is
Cher compressed, heated, and returred to the mixers.
A dis t inctive feature of this system is that a
number of MHD generators are used. They are op-
erated hydraulically it parallel and electrically
it series.	 The series correctior . is necessary to
attain a reasonable voltage level for the in-
verters.
	
It should also be noted that the steam
reheat energy is supplied by the combustor,
Gereral Electric used the atmospheric fluid-
ized bed (AFB) in the majority of their cases.
They also corsidered pressurized furnaces burring
a LBTU gas supplied by ar integrated gasifier or
ar over-the-fence HBTU gas, and a pressurized
fluidized bed b , :r,i,g coal directly as alternative
combustoo• systems. Westinghouse used a direct-
coal-fired cyclone combustor in the majority of
their cases.
^-	 All
A detailed analysis of these costs showed
major differences in nearly every item. 	 Differ-
ences in the costs of some components such as the
MHD generator, magnet, and inverters have been
reconciled. However, there are still lance unre-
solved differences in the contractors costs.
Other variations it the basic power plant con-
figuration. include replacing the liquid-metal
pumps with a more efficiert nozzle-scoarator-dif-
fuser and an all 1. 11MHD system in which the steam
plant is replaced by a recuperative heat exchanger
and gas turbine.
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Usirg these power-plant configurations, cases
were run for a variety of temperatures, pressures,
power levels, coal types, v.ork i n;- F luid combiri-
tions, and component efficiencies.	 The results
are giver; in the next section.
Results of Analysis
Representative results for the various systems
studied ire presu,,ted it figure G i- which the 00:
is plotted versus the overall energy efficiercy.
A breakdown of the performarce results and cost
distributions for two represertative cases are
also given in Tables ^ and 9, respectively.
The solid points on the figure represent the
results for the reference conditions idertified on
the figure. The identifications of the remaining
points represent the variations about the reference
conditions. The figure shows thit the overall
energy efficiencies range from 23 to 39. 4 ", that
the contractors' efficie.cies are comparable, and
the costs differ significantly between the contrac-
tors.	 General Electric's loviest cost of electri-
city (58 mills/kw-nr) was obtained for the case
in which the LBTU gas from an intearated gasifier
was burned in a pressurized furn,,ce. However, in
this case more than half the total power output is
generated by gas and steam turbines in the nasi -
fier-combustor corrbina+ion and the power produced
by the combined cycle of the furnace is relatively
inexpersive compared to that of the effectively
parallel LMMHD cycle.	 The all LMIRID cases are
seen to result in lower efficie n cies and higher
costs than the reference points. The; fiqure also
shows that the higher efficie , cies obtained i^ the
high temperature Ile/Li systems are accompanied by
higher costs of electricity. Tne results of both
contractors show that both performat-ce a d ecoT,o-
mic improvements are realizable if an efficient
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Figure 6.	 Cost of electricity versus overall energy efficiency for liquid metal
MHD sy,tems.
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nozzle/separator/diffuser combination can be de-
veloped and the need for the liquid-metal pumps
is eliminated.
Considering the results in Tables 8 and 9, it
is seen that the thermodynamic and overall energy
efficiencies are comparable for the cases con-
sidered and that there is a difference of $1725/
kWe between the contractors' costs. The cases
chosen (General Electric Ca;e 3, Westinghouse Case
9) have similar power levels a n d most of the com-
ponent efficiencies are identical. 	 The General
Electric case has a ge-erator inlet terperature of
1300r) F, the Westirghouse temperature is 12000F.
The nigher MHD generator aA steam pla ,, t effi-
ciencies used by 'Westinghouse corpe^sates for the
100oF temperature differe ce and the thermody-
namic efficiencies are :early identical.	 The
slightly different furnace efficiencies and aux-
iliary power requireme is result in a 1.1 per-
certage point difference is overall energy effi-
ciency, The Westinghouse cycle arrangerent re-
sults in a net power output frrm the steam plant,
whereas General Electric mater-es the steam plant
output to the compressor power requirements. The
cost data shows that there is a $600/k'.le dif-
ference in the major component and materials of
construction costs and 2,9 mills/kw-hr difference
in the operation and maintenance costs.
Discussion and Assessment
The overall energy efficiencies obtained by
the contractors for the 1-1;11HD systems are rela-
tively low for arr advanced energy corversion sys-
tem, but they are in good agreement. The real
problem is to reconcile the difference- it-, the
major component and balance -)f plat-, materials
costs. A detailed breakdo-ar of these costs 3 shows
large differe:ces in nearly every component. Some
costs car be reconciled. There are differences of
$52/kWe, $161N.Je, and S62/kWe it the costs of the
MHD gererotor-magnet combination, the inverters
and primary piping, respectively.
The cost differences for the MHD ge n erator and
magnet comb u,atio , s are mainly due to the dif-
ferent design philoso p hies used by the contractors
In the Get oral Electric approach, each f1HD ge• -
prator has its owl , superconducting magnet. A cor-
ceptual design for each generator-nkig(et module
was arrived at and costed. The total cost for the
system is obtaired by multiply i ng by the ru-lber of
!nodules required.	 I• Case 3, 14 modules are sited
parallel to each other.
TARLF 9. - CAPITAL COST 0IST1t18U71UN AND COST OF FLECTRICITY FUk
LIQUID NIIAI. NHD P0W"PIJ.NTS
U.neral	 Fl..trl[ Wrntinghnube
Cabe	 )	 1 t- 9
capital	 cub[.	 S/kYe
Direct	 coat:
K for co•iwnent• and bal•nc r- tll11 266
of-plant	 tW terlels
Dlr.ct	 rite	 labs 150 93
lnd1n 1	 •t[• Lbur 175 A9
A rc hStect and engtn.rrtng 95 29
Nrrlc ea
Subtotal 1211 677
Cuntinge ncy 26) ]9
bc•Lttun 6BB 166
Intw rr•[ 671 210
Total 2577 tl52
Coat	 of	 electricity,	 n tilt/kW-t,
C.pital 81.5 26.9
Fuel 8.0 7.B
Operatlon and to intenanr 7.8 0.9
—_	 Local 93.3 15.6
Westinghouse approached the MHD generator-
magnet design it a ma r-rer that minimized the
major component cost and the amount of liquid
metal ar , d hign-temperature piping, The MHD gen-
erators are arranged it pods concentric to the
steam generators. Each pod consists of 4 IN D
power modules in a superconducting magnet. The
mag,etic field uriformity required for each MHD
ge:-erator is obtained by usirq iro , pole pieces to
shape the magnetic fields. The pole pieces are
intimately corrected to the MHD duct insulating
walls and also serve as part of the pressure con-
tairment structure. Westinghouse also used a re-
inforced (ribbed) plate construction for the
structured housing for all pressurized components
in order to obtain. minimum weight designs.
	
Con-
sidering the different materials used for the MHD
generator structure, the different magnetic fields
considered and the design approaches used. the
costs of the Hill) g enerator-magnet combinations are
understandably different. For an equivalent mag-
netic field strength, the Westinghouse magnet cost
would be about half the cost of the General Elec-
tric magnet configuration,
The contractors' inverter costs were $39/k'. /e
for Westinghouse and $200/kwe for General Electric.
The main difference between the co n tractors' in-
verter costs is that Gereral Electric required the
ir.clusior, of direct-current circuit breakers as a
protection against short-circuit currents that. may
accidentally occur. Westinghouse did not reauire
toem. The use of these circuit breakers results
it smaller power inverter modules which sigrifi-
cartly increases Lhe cost per kilowatt inverted.
Whether or rot these DC breakers are required
should be studied it more detail, 	 It is possible
that the DC interrupters may not be reauired for
the LMMHD systems, because a short-circuit curre t
could cause the M4D geierator to "choke" and hence
turr itself off until the problem is rectified.
	 If
i verter costs of $200/kWe are truly required for
LMMHD systems, they would be at a severe disad-
vanta ge w`,en compared with o t her systems in the
some efficiency and temperature range.
It is difficult to reconcile the retraining
cost differences. The Westinghouse approach of
minimizing the component sizes and amount of high
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temperature and liquid-metal pipicg snould result 	 temperature	 d also significantly higher CO:
in lower power-plant costs. The Ge n eral Electric
approach with the 14 parallel MHD module arrange-	 VIA_ _Comparison of MHD Systems
ment would require excessive amounts of liquid-	 With Alternative Pla is Studied
metal piping and manifolding. However, since the
Task I effort did not attempt an extensive de-
lineation of the total balance of plant, the cost
differences remain unreconciled.
The data in Table 9 shows that the Westing-
house 0 and M costs are significantly lower than
General Electric's.	 In the Westinghouse calcula-
tion of oYcrati and mainte ,ance costs, opera-
tic,n costs are included for the heat rejection,
fuel handling and storage, and water treatment
systems only. Consequently, it is felt that the
Westinghouse operation and mainterarce costs are
underestimated for a power plant as complex as the
LMMHD systems considered in this study.	 Indeed,
the 0 and M costs listed it Table 9 are the same
as those for the 'Westinghouse advanced-steam
systems.
The General Electric costs can be reduced by
optimizirg the desigr ar.d arra-gemert of the
System comporents and eve s elir;inatirg some of the
compon ents.
	
For instance the helium precooler a•d
recuperator could be eliminated fro.n the General
Electric system with little effect or) the overall
system efficiency. The net effect of the economic
optimization cannot be iscertai^ed at this time.
However, il's reasonable to assume that this plant
will not be cheaper than a steam pla t. Conse-
quartly, it must be shown t`iat higher overall
energy efficiencies can be obtained if this sys-
tem is to warrant further consideration.
At the temperature limits dictated by present
sodium technology (1200-1300 0 F), the highest over-
all energy efficiency presented by the contractors
was 37.3/. An inspection of the contractors' re-
sults indicates that the naximum potential effi-
ciency at these tenperatures would be	 4011 . This
is assuming a gcr,c,r ator isentropic efficie-cy of
.80, the development of a highly efficient nozzle/
separator/diffuser, and optimistic systen compo-
nent efficiencies. The overall energy efficiency
is limited to this value at these temperatures
because the liquid-netal MHD system cannot be ef-
fectively coupled to an advanced high efficie•cy
steam plant.	 Due to a pirch poirt problem it the
steam boiler, both contractor fourd that the
highest LMMHD/steam system efficiencies were ob-
tained by using a steam plant with miriral rege -
erative feedwater heatirn a•d with the steam re-
heat energy being supplied by the co-,bustor. Ti•e
adverse effect of this couo!irg is twofold. The
thermodynamic efficie n cy of the steam bottoming
plant is limited to	 Y	 and the system does
not derive the full benefit of the topping cycle,
because a portion of the combustior energy is
transferred directly to the Stearn plant.
At the higher temperatures considered in this
study (15000F), these preblems may be alleviated.
Westinghouse has calculated a:, overall e--ergy ef-
ficiency of 43 assuming that the sod un tech-
nology was extended to 15000F, and that the sys-
tem could be coupled to a 45 , steam olant. The
sodium vapor carryover, ho.rever, could be a con-
siderable problem at these temperatures. This
problem car be avoided by usirg lithium. The
1400-1500OF Li/He plants studied had slightly
lower efficiency than a Na/A plant at the same
I
In this section the MHD systems studied in
Task I and the open-cycle MHD system studied in
Task 2 are compared with the other plants studied
in the two respective tasks. Data are taken from
the contractors' Task I final reports l . 2 , the NASA
Task 1 final report 3 , and the contractors' "brief-
ing documents" for Task 25-7,
Figure 7 is a plot of the COL (mills/kw-hr)
vs. overall erergy efficiency coal pile to a:c. bus
bar) for the Task 1 data, 	 Since Task 1 involved
hu,dreds of parametric data points, only ranges of
costin g_ and performance are shown, A Task 1 ref-
ere cc stear; system (conventional furnace with
3500 psi/IOOOoF/IOOO°F steam conditions) is also
cited on the graphs of figure 7 and a set of co-
ordinate axis drawn through this reference point.
Data are plotted on two separate graphs, one for
G.E. and one for Westinghouse.
Power plants located in the lower right-hand
quadrant of the graphs of figure 7 are the most
desirable, being lower it COE and nigher in effi-
cie cy tha- the refererce steam plart. Orly a few
combined cycle (LBTU integrated gasifier) points
by G.E. (figure 7a) actually fall it this quadrant.
The Westinghouse LBTU cornbired cycle has a COE
slightly above the reference steam plant.
	 Irr the
two cases, the efficiency is, respectively, ore
and five percentage points above the conventional
steam plart.
Points in either the lower left-hand quadrant
or the upper right-hand quadrant of figure 7 are
the rext most attractive points. Additional points
for the G.E. combined cycle (LBTU gasif i er) appear
within the lower left quadrant at COE values lower
than the reference steam plant and at efficiencies
rorpetitive with steam. Both G.E. and Westinghouse
have advanced steam plants which essentially sur-
round the reference steam plants. C.E. has both
open-cycle gas turbine (hign BTU fuel) and com-
b ;n ed cycle (clear , fuel)points in the lower left
quadrant with low COE, but efficiencies much lower
than the reference steam.
In the upper right-hand quadrant, four plaits
are show:, with efficiencies better than the ad-
vanced steam and with COE's rot much cheater than
'ne reference steam, 	 These plants are:	 liquid
metal rarki a/steam plant, Of MHD/steam bottominq,
pla t, MVID/steam plant, a,d high-temperature
fuel cell with steam bottomirg (Westirghouse).
	 The
L`tHHD system appears in this quadrant, but with ef-
f'cie, cy values lower or at best comparable to the
advanced steam plant and COE's that are much
higher.
In the Westinghouse data of figure 7b, the
molten carbonate fuel cell/steam bottomirg plart
is iv the desirable range of the upper right-hand
quadrant. Westinghouse examired the molten carbo-
nate fuel cell it much greater detail than G.E.
However, the 31 mill/kw-hr point shown in figure
71b was calculated by NASA 3
 usirg the technical and
costing base of Westinghouse, but assumirg that a
30,000 to 50,000 hour operating life could be
achieved in molten carbonate fuel cell operation.
Westinghouse assumed that maximum life was 10,000
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hours which is the hinhest level of actual op-
erating life achieved to date. do technical bar-
riers are foreseen in achieving 30,000 to 50,000
hours of 1 i fe.
From the data of figures 7a and 7b, the ad-
vanced steam plants, the combined-cycle plants
(LBTU integrated gasifier), the high-temperature
fuel cell/steam plants, the oper-cycle MHO/steam
plants and closed-cycle PHD/steam plaits appear
to offer the promise of improved efficiency with
a very moderate increase or decrease in the COE
compared to the reference steam plant.. All of
these systems were carried into Task 2 with the
exception of closed-cycle MHD/steam plant. The
more attractive G.E. CCMHD points were generated
as part of an iteration of the Task 1 studies
which was conducted in conjuration with the Task I
review. This occurred concurrently with the Task
2 effort. The re-examination by NASA of the cer-
amic heat exclanger costs of Westin g house in their
CCMHD was also completed durirg the Task I review.
The data presented in this section indicates
that CCMHD/steam bottomir q needs to be aralyzed
at a Task 2 level of effort. The data has also
shows, that the 1200-1500 0 F LMPH D is much nigher i•
COE than adva •-ced steam plants and either a slight
bit lower or at most competitive it efficiency.
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Figure 7 Comiudd.
Task 2 conceptual plarts are presented showing the
sensitivity of COE to the various economic ground
rules. Analysis and evaluation of the data from
the three contractors represented (G.E., Westing-
house, United Techr'ologies Corp./Burns and Roe)
is presently underway at NASA.	 Differerces in,
cost due to different costing and account proce-
dures are present in the figure E data, The
reader slwuld, therefore, be cautious in comparirg
plat , t COE's, particularly between plants estimated
by different contractors.
In figure 8a the data is displayed as coated
by the contractors. A common ''start-of construc-
tion s ' date (1975:?) is assumed for all power plants.
One plant, the Westinghouse combined cycle with
semi-cleat' liquid fuel appears to offer a lower
COE than the various steam plants displayed and
with ro penalty in overall energy efficiency.
Three other plants, the OCKID/steam bot`^minrg, the
Westinghouse combined cycle/LBTU integrated gas-
ifier and the UTC molten carbonate fuel cell/
steam bottoming plant have the potential of high
efficiency (46.x' to 50 ,i) with a COE (rominally
30 mills/kw-hr) very competitive with the steam
systems shown. Both the closed-cycle gas turbine/
orr,arie bottomirg a d the potassium topping plaits
have significantly higher COE'%.
	
Potassium top-
pi'g plants do,however, have ar overall energy
efficiency of 44.3 percent,
k
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Figure 8b where compared to Ca shows the sen-
sitivity of COE to "construction time'' assump-
tions.	 In figure 2b a common "end-of-cort;truction"
time (1902) is assumed compared to the con-nor
"start -of-eo;s!ructio;0' used in figure Sa,	 This
assumpt io postpo n es start of cor .'suction lo , ger
for the shorter construction time plaits a,d thus
raises their COE. As a result, the COE's of the
Westinghouse combined cycle/LDTU gasifier and the
UTC mol te-t carbo; ate fuel cel I/sta,m plants in-
crease to the level of the G.E. OCMWsteam plant.
These former two systems have 5- y ea r construction
b
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times compared to 6 ,1'  years for OCN11D. Using a
common ' lend-of-eorstruc.ioI" date results in rel-
atively more attractive COE for capital ir'e sive
plaits having longer corstructior time since pro-
curemert actions are initiated at earlier (less
inflatiwary) i6imes.
In figure 8c COE is plotted using constant
1975- dollars. This removes the escalation from
capital cost (the ECAS study has no escalator for
fuel or for operation and maintenance). Hence
both the higher capital cost and more efficient
4.
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C
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Contractors
4. The liquid-metal MHD studies indicate that
these plants have a somcw;wt limited effi-
ciency and cost of electricity potential. 	 For
the temperature range studied (1200-1500"F),
they have significantly higher cost of elec-
tricity and at best only equal efficiency to
the advanced steam plants investigated.
Higher temperature Li/He systems would have
higher efficiency, but even the 1400-15000F
Li/He plants studied have COE's substantially
above the low temperature Na/A plants.
S. The Task 2 studies indicate that only the com-
bined-cycle plant with an advanced well inte-
grated gasifier and the high-temperature fuel
cell topped steam plant appear to have the po-
tential of achieving both overall energy ef-
ficiencies and COE's in a range competitive to
the open-cycle MHD plant.
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plants appear relatively more attractive. The
OCMHD, the Westinghouse combined cycle/LBTU Sasi-
fier and the molten carbonate fuel cell/steam bot-
toming plants remain tightly competitive with each
other, and are in the low 20 mill/kw-hr range.
This is competitive with the Westinghouse PFB
steam and the Westinghouse combined cycle/semi-
clean liquid fuel plants.	 This latter plant is
higher in COE in figure 8c than the Westinghouse
PFB steam plant because it is low in capital cost
compared to the PFB advanced steam.
Figure 8d assumes a plant life of 30 years and
that, after construction, fuel and operation and
maintenance inflate at the rate of 3.25° •, per year.
The COE shot-Ai is the average over the 30-year plant
lifetime, expressed in 19751 dollars. 	 Again the
three high efficiency plants appear to offer a
COE competitive with each other and nearly identi-
cal to the Westinghouse advanced (PFB) steam
plant.
The G.E. OCIIHD/steam plant, the Westinghouse
r.'mbint•d cycle/LBTU integrated gasifier plant, and
the UTC molten carbonate fuel cell/steam plant
have overall energy efficiencies between 46.3 and
507,  and similar COE. This holds true even as the
economic ground rules arc varied as shown in
figure 8. For the average 30-year COE case
(figure 8d), these high-efficiei-cy systems appear
to have particularly attractive COE's. The reader
is again strongly cautioned from making other thar
very gross comparisons in COE values generated by
different contractors. A detailed study of the
relative comparability of contractors' costs has
riot been completed. As previously indicated, com-
parability bet':reer contractors iu Task 2 should be
somewhat better than. in Task 1, but in Task I
Westinghouse costs were generally substantially
lot •,,er tha!` G.E. rncts •
COE for various plants studied by a single
contractor should be comparable on a common basis.
For the seven plants studied by G.E., the OCIIHD
plart had the highest overall efficiency.	 It was
four percentage points higner than the next
highest efficiency plant, the potassium topping
cycle.	 For both the constant 1975z dollar case
and the average lifetime COE case (figures 8c and
8d), the G.E. OCMHD plar , t had the lowest G.E. COE.
For these cases the G.F. AFB advanced steam had
the next lowest COE (1. q and 2.2 mills higher than
OCMHD, respectively). This AFB plant was, however,
12.5 percentage points lower in efficiency than
the OCMHD plant. For the other cases shown in
8a and 8b, common start and eerrnon er„ of construc-
tion, the OCMHD plant had the second lowest COE.
For these cases, the G.E. semi-clean liquid-fuel
water-cooled combined-cycle plant had the lowest
COE (2.0 and 0.7 mill lo'.tcr than JC ,::), respec-
tively).	 This combined cycle plant was, however,
10.5 percentage points lower in efficiency than
the OCMAD pla , t.
V II,	 Conclusions
2. The Task I and 2 open-cycle MHD studies have
identified a rumber of specific subsystems for
which additional technology development is re-
quired to reduce costing uncertainties and for
which additional studies of alrerrative ap-
proaches may have a high probability of in-
creasing the plant efficiency or lowering COE.
The closed-cycle MHO studies, particularly
those completed during the Task I review, in-
dicate that these systems may nave the poten-
tial of approaching the open-cycle MHD systems
in both efficiency and cost.
	 These results
indicate that additional closed-cycle MHO in-
vestigations appear warranted and also which
generdi types of plants should be investigated
in future system studies.
The open-cycle MHD system appears to have the
potential of approach i ng a 50 percent coal-
pile-to-bus-bar efficiency with d competitive
cost of electricity: 	 At , efficica,cy of 48.3;
was obtained for the G.E. Task 2 conceptual
plant with the average plant lifetime COE
being the lowest of all plants studied in T.rsk
2.
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